Abstract. The A-polynomial of a manifold whose boundary consists of a single torus is generalised to an eigenvalue variety of a manifold whose boundary consists of a finite number of tori, and the set of strongly detected boundary curves is determined by Bergman's logarithmic limit set, which describes the exponential behaviour of the eigenvalue variety at infinity. This enables one to read off the detected boundary curves of a multi-cusped manifold in a similar way to the 1-cusped case, where the slopes are encoded in the Newton polygon of the A-polynomial.
Introduction
Let V be an algebraic variety in (C − {0})
m . The first section discusses the logarithmic limit set V ∞ of V , which we use to define the set of ideal points of V . We show that each point with rational coordinate ratios in V ∞ is an ideal point of a curve in V . Thus, the logarithmic limit set lends itself to applications of Culler-Shalen theory, where essential surfaces are associated to ideal points of curves in the character variety of a 3-manifold.
Given a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold with boundary consisting of a single torus, one calls boundary slopes of essential surfaces associated to ideal points of the character variety strongly detected. It is shown in [5] that the slope of each side of the Newton polygon of the A-polynomial is a strongly detected boundary slope.
In the second section, we generalise the A-polynomial to define an eigenvalue variety of a manifold with boundary consisting of h tori. We describe the strongly detected boundary curves, i.e. the boundary curves of essential surfaces associated to ideal points of the character variety, via a map from the logarithmic limit set of the eigenvalue variety to the (2h − 1)-sphere.
The third section contains a computation of the A-polynomials of torus knots. These seem to be the only infinite families of A-polynomials currently known. 1. Bergman's logarithmic limit set (1) (log |x 1 |, . . . , log |x m |) 1 + (log |x i |) 2 | x ∈ V .
Define V (b)
∞ as the set of m-tuples ∞ to be the set of ξ ∈ S m−1 such that for all non-zero f ∈ J, the maximum value of the dot product ξ · α as α runs over s(f ) is assumed at least twice.
Bergman shows in [1] that the second and third descriptions are equivalent, and it follows from Bieri and Groves [2] that all descriptions are equivalent:
We therefore write V ∞ for the logarithmic limit set of the variety V . A generic picture for the projection of a variety in (C − {0}) 2 into B 2 and its logarithmic limit set in S 1 is given in Figure 1 . The ideal generated by a set of polynomials {f i } i shall be denoted by I(f i ) i , and the variety generated by the ideal I is denoted by V (I) or V (f i ) i , if I = I(f i ) i .
Newton Polytopes.
The third description of the logarithmic limit set can be illustrated using spherical duals of Newton polytopes. Let f ∈ C[X ± ] be given as an
Then the Newton polytope of f is the convex hull of
Note that Newt(0) = ∅, and since 
The following facts about Newton polytopes of polynomials are well known (cf. [7] ):
1.3. Spherical Duals. The spherical dual of a bounded convex polytope P in IR m is the set of vectors ξ of length 1 such that the supremum sup α∈P α · ξ is achieved for more than one α, and it is denoted by Sph(P ). Geometrically, Sph(f ) consists of all outward pointing unit normal vectors to the support planes of P which meet P in more than one point. If P is the Newton polytope of a non-zero polynomial f , then the spherical dual of Newt(f ) is also denoted by Sph(f ). The following lemma is immediate from the third description of the logarithmic limit set:
is the intersection over all non-zero elements of J of the spherical duals of their Newton polytopes.
Spherical duals are easy to visualise in low dimensions. Given a convex polygon P in IR 2 , its spherical dual is the collection of points on the unit circle defined by outward pointing unit normal vectors to edges of P . Given a convex polyhedron in IR 3 , we obtain the vertices of its spherical dual again as points on the unit sphere S 2 arising from outward pointing unit normal vectors to faces. We then join two of these points along the shorter geodesic arc in S 2 if the corresponding faces have a common edge. This gives a finite graph in S 2 .
1.4. If the ideal J is principal, defined by an element f = 0, then Bergman states in [1] that the set V (f ) ∞ is precisely Sph(f ). We give a proof using the following lemma.
Proof. If ξ ∈ Sph(f ), then there are distinct α 0 , α 1 ∈ Newt(f ) such that
Since Newt(g) is convex and bounded, there is β 0 ∈ Newt(g) such that
Since Newt(f g) = Newt(f ) + Newt(g), it follows that β 0 + α 0 , β 0 + α 1 ∈ Newt(f g) and
Thus, Sph(f ) ⊆ Sph(f g), and by symmetry Sph(g) ⊆ Sph(f g).
Now then assume that ξ ∈ Sph(f g). Then there are distinct γ 0 and γ 1 in Newt(f g) such that
Furthermore, there are α i ∈ Newt(f ) and
, contradicting the choice of γ 0 . Thus, α 0 · ξ = α 1 · ξ, and similarly β 0 · ξ = β 1 · ξ. A similar argument shows:
and similarly for the β i . Since γ 0 = γ 1 , either α 0 = α 1 or β 0 = β 1 , and hence either ξ ∈ Sph(f ) or ξ ∈ Sph(g).
Proof. Since each non-zero element of I(f ) is of the form f g for some non-zero g ∈ C[X ± ], Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 yield:
since Sph(1) = ∅.
Logarithmic limit sets of varieties defined by a principal ideal are therefore completely determined by a generator of the ideal, and readily computable. If the ideal J is not principal, then V (J) ∞ is the intersection of the spherical duals of the Newton polytopes of finitely many elements in J. This follows from Bieri and Groves [2] . However, there is presently no known algorithm to determine a suitable finite set of elements of J. Conjecturally, a
Gröbner basis may suffice.
1.5. As Bergman notes, the spherical dual of the convex hull of a finite subset A ⊂ Z Z m of cardinality r is a finite union of convex spherical polytopes. It is the union over all α 0 , α 1 ∈ A of the set of ξ satisfying the 2r inequalities 
1.6. Whitehead link. Bergman asks in [1] whether every polytope in the above union always has the same dimension. In [18] it is shown that the irreducible component in the P SL 2 (C)-eigenvalue variety of the Whitehead link complement W which arises from the Dehn surgery component has logarithmic limit set consisting of five components, four of which are points, and one of which is a union of geodesic arcs. A schematic picture is given in Figure 2 .
It would be interesting to modify Bergman's question and ask whether each connected component of the logarithmic limit set of an irreducible variety can always be expressed as a union of polytopes all having the same dimension when dim C V > 2. 
Proof. By a lemma of Bergman ([1], p.464), the point ξ is contained in the logarithmic limit set of an irreducible component of V . Thus, we may assume that V is irreducible for the purpose of this proof. Assume that V is defined by the ideal
We follow word by word Bergman's construction starting after "(4)" on page 465, up to the sentence "Hence the points u y log |y| ∈ B m will approach (0, . . . , 0, −1)." on page 466. Here u y denotes
( 1 + (log(|y i |) 2 ) −1 . Our adaption reads as follows:
Let ξ be a point of V ∞ the ratios of whose coordinate functions are rational.
Making use of the action of GL m (Z Z) on C[X ± ] and the induced action on S m−1
(not isometric!), we can reduce to the case where ξ = (0, . . . , 0, −1). If (0, . . . , 0, −1) ∈ V ∞ , this means that every nonzero a ∈ I has more than one term of minimal degree in X m . Hence every nonzero element of I 0 has more than one term, i.e. I 0 is a proper ideal of R 0 . Then V 0 is non-empty: let x ∈ V 0 . Now V will in fact be dense in V ′ under the topology induced by the absolute value on C. [. . . ] Hence we can obtain x as a limit of points y ∈ V . As y approaches x, log |y i | will approach the finite values log |x i | for i = 1, . . . , m − 1, but log |y m | will approach −∞. Hence the points u y log |y| ∈ B m will approach (0, . . . , 0, −1).
We construct a curve C in V such that ξ = (0, . . . , 0, −1) ∈ C ∞ using the following two facts from [13] :
(1) (1.14) Let Y be an irreducible affine variety. If X is a proper subvariety of Y , then
(2) (3.14) If X is an r-dimensional affine variety and f 1 , . . ., f k are polynomial functions
Since V 0 is a proper subvariety of V ′ , obtained by intersection with a hyperplane, we
We need to find a curve C ′ in V ′ which has non-trivial intersection with both V 0 and V , since then
is not identical to 0 on V 0 . Then f 1 is not identical to 0 on V ′ and each component of the
Choose a polynomial f 2 such that f 2 (x) = 0, but f 2 is not identical to 0 on
We now proceed inductively for k = 2, . .
with the property that it contains x, but also points of V ′ − V 0 , we let f k+1 be a polynomial function on V k which vanishes on x but not on all of
Then V d−1 ∩ V is a curve in V with the desired property. (1) S is bicollared;
) no component of S is boundary parallel;
(5) S is nonempty.
∂-incompressible.
The following definition and facts can be found in [11] . A (properly embedded) surface S in a compact 3-manifold M is ∂-incompressible if for each disc D ⊂ M such that ∂D splits into two arcs α and β meeting only at their common endpoints
A surface S is incompressible and ∂-incompressible if and only if each component of S is incompressible and ∂-incompressible.
Lemma 8. [11] Let S be a connected incompressible surface in the irreducible 3-manifold M, with ∂S contained in torus boundary components of M.

Then either S is ∂-incompressible or S is a boundary parallel annulus.
For the remainder of this section, we let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold with non-empty boundary consisting of a disjoint union of h tori. It follows from Definition 7 and Lemma 8 that an essential surface in M is ∂-incompressible. 
We thus obtain a point
We view the above point as an element in IRP 2h−1 since most methods of detecting essential surfaces only do so up to projectivisation. Furthermore, we ignore the orientation of ∂S, 
arising from incompressible and ∂-incompressible surfaces with non-empty boundary in M is called the boundary curve space of M and denoted by BC(M). [10] ). We will use the following result. If Γ is the fundamental group of a topological space M, we also write R(M) and X(M)
instead of R(Γ) and X(Γ) respectively.
There also is a character variety arising from representations into P SL 2 (C), see Boyer and Zhang [3] , and the relevant objects are denoted by placing a bar over the previous notation. The natural map q : X(Γ) → X(Γ) is finite-to-one, but in general not onto. As with the SL 2 (C)-character variety, there is a surjective "quotient" map t :
which is constant on conjugacy classes, and with the property that if ρ is an irreducible representation, then t −1 (t(ρ)) is the orbit of ρ under conjugation. Again, a representation is irreducible if it is not conjugate to a representation by upper triangular matrices.
2.5. Dehn surgery component. If a 3-manifold M admits a complete hyperbolic structure of finite volume, then there is a discrete and faithful representation π 1 (M) → P SL 2 (C).
This representation is neccessarily irreducible, as hyperbolic geometry otherwise implies that M has infinite volume. If M is not compact, then a compact core of M is a compact manifold M such that M is homeomorphic to the interior of M . We will rely on the following result: 
The respective irreducible components containing the so-called complete representations ρ 0 and ρ 0 are denoted by R 0 (M) and R 0 (M) respectively. In particular, t(R 0 ) = X 0 and t(R 0 ) = X 0 are called the respective Dehn surgery components of the character varieties of M, since the holonomy representations of hyperbolic manifolds or orbifolds obtained by performing high order Dehn surgeries on M are near ρ 0 (see [16] ).
Eigenvalue variety.
Given a presentation of π 1 (M) with a finite number, n, of generators, γ 1 , . . ., γ n , we introduce four affine coordinates (representing matrix entries) for each generator, which we denote by g ij for i = 1, . . ., n and j = 1, 2, 3, 4. We view R(M) as a subvariety of C 4n defined by an ideal J in C[g 11 , . . ., g n4 ]. There are elements
We identify M i and l i with generators of im(π 1 (T i ) → π 1 (M)). Thus, M i and l i are words in the generators for π 1 (M), and we define the following polynomial equations in the ring C[g 11 , . . ., g n4 , m 
The eigenvalue variety E(M) is the closure of the image of R E (M) under projection onto the coordinates (m 1 , . . ., l h ). It is therefore defined by an ideal of the ring
Note that this construction factors through a variety X E (M), which is the character variety with its coordinate ring appropriately extended, since we can choose coordinates of X(M) such that I γ (as a function on X(M)) is an element of the coordinate ring of X(M) for each γ ∈ π 1 (M). We let t E : R E (M) → X E (M) be the natural quotient map, which is equal to t : R(M) → X(M) on the first 4n coordinates, and equal to the identity on the remaining 2h coordinates.
There also is a restriction map r : X(M) → X(T 1 ) × . . . × X(T h ), which arises from the inclusion homomorphisms π 1 (T i ) → π 1 (M), and we therefore denote the map X E (M) → E(M) by r E . Denote the closure of the image of r by X ∂ (M). There is the following commuting diagram of dominating maps:
Note that the maps p 1 , p 2 , t and t E have the property that every point in the closure of the image has a preimage, and that the maps p 1 , p 2 and p 3 are all finite-to-one of the same degree.
Recall the construction by Culler and Shalen. We start with a curve C ⊂ X(M) and an irreducible component R C in R(M) such that t(R C ) = C to obtain the tautological
is a finitely generated extension of C(R C ), and we may think of P as a representation P :
is a finitely generated extension of C(E), and hence to each ideal point of E we can associate essential surfaces using P. Since the eigenvalue of at least one peripheral element blows up at an ideal point of E, the associated surfaces necessarily have non-empty boundary (see [5] ).
Thus, if there is a closed essential surface associated to an ideal point of C, then either 2.7. Boundary slopes. We denote the logarithmic limit set of E(M) by E ∞ (M). There are symmetries of the eigenvalue variety which give rise to symmetries of its logarithmic
for i = 1, . . ., h. If we factor by these symmetries, we obtain a quotient of the logarithmic
The quotient map extends to a map Ψ :
of spheres, which has degree 2 h . Let
and let T h be the block diagonal matrix with h copies of T on its diagonal. Then T h is orthogonal, and its restriction to S 2h−1 is a map of degree one.
Lemma 11 (Boundary slopes). Let M be an orientable, irreducible, compact 3-manifold with non-empty boundary consisting of a disjoint union of h tori. If ξ ∈ E ∞ (M) is a point with rational coordinate ratios, then there is an essential surface with boundary in M whose projectivised boundary curve coordinate is Ψ(T h ξ).
Note that the composite ΨT h is a smooth map of degree 2 h . Since the set of rational points is dense in the logarithmic limit set, the image Ψ(T h E ∞ (M)) is a closed subset of
BC(M).
Remark. For a manifold M with boundary consisting of a single torus, Lemma 11 coincides with the result of [5] that slopes of sides of the Newton polygon of the A-polynomial are strongly detected boundary slopes of M.
In this case, we may normalise BC(M) and E ∞ (M) such that their elements are pairs of coprime integers. Assume that there is a side of the Newton polygon of slope −p/q where p, q ≥ 0 with outward pointing normal vector ξ = (q, p) T . Then ξ ∈ E ∞ (M) according to Section 1.3. We now perform matrix multiplication:
and arrive at a point [p, −q] ∈ BC(M). The analysis for the remaining cases is similar, and we have recovered the known relationship.
Proof of Lemma 11. The coordinate ratios of ξ are rational, and hence Lemma 6 provides a curve C in E(M) such that ξ ∈ C ∞ . From description (2) of elements in the logarithmic limit set, we know that ξ encodes the definition of a real-valued valuation on the function field of C:
Since the coordinate ratios of ξ are rational, we may rescale the valuation by r > 0, such that for all i, rv(m i ) and rv(l i ) are integers, and such that there is α ∈ Z Z 2h − {0} with
h ) = 1. Thus, rv is a normalised, discrete, rank 1 valuation of C(C). We finish the proof with standard arguments. For details see Section 2.1 of [12] , the proof of Proposition 2.3 of [9] or Section 5.6 of [5] .
The construction by Culler and Shalen yields an action of π 1 (M) on a simplicial tree T associated to a finitely generated extension F of C(C) and to a valuation w = dv for some d > 0. The translation length of γ ∈ π 1 (M) with eigenvalue e (as an element of F ) is ℓ(γ) = |2w(e)| (see [15] , Section 3.9). A dual essential surface S associated to the action can be chosen such that the geometric intersection number of a loop in M representing γ with S is equal to ℓ(γ) for all γ ∈ im(π 1 (T i ) → π 1 (M)). This implies that a boundary curve of S on T i is homotopic to one of p i M i ± q i l i , where n i p i = |2w(l i )| and n i q i = |2w(m i )| and p i , q i are coprime. We need to determine the relative sign. 
. Thus, the boundary curves of S are encoded by:
This completes the proof. 
where the first inequality is due to Theorem 9, the second to Lemma 11, and the equality to Theorem 5. It follows
To prove the second statement, it is enough to show that under the assumptions, there is a subvariety of E(M) of dimension ≥ h. Theorem 10 asserts that there is a component X 0 (M) of X(M) of complex dimension equal to h. Thurston shows in [16] , Section 5.8, 
such that dim X > dim r E (X). Then [13] , Theorem (3.13), implies that there is a subvariety V of dimension ≥ 1 in X which maps to a single point of E(M). Associated to an ideal point of a curve in V , we find a closed essential surface since the traces of all peripheral elements are constant on V . This contradicts our assumption on M. Thus, for all components X of X(M), we have dim X = dim r E (X), and this proves the claim. showing that r 0 is always a birational isomorphism onto its image.
2.10. PSL 2 (C)-eigenvalue variety. Analogous to E(M), one can define a P SL 2 (C)-
regular (i.e. polynomial) for all γ ∈ π 1 (M) (see [3] ). Thus, we construct a variety R E (M) using the relations
Consider the representation of Z Z ⊕ Z Z into P SL 2 (C) generated by the images of (7) i 0 0 −i and 0 1 −1 0 .
In P SL 2 (C), the image of this representation is isomorphic to Z Z 2 ⊕Z Z 2 , but the image of any lift to SL 2 (C) is isomorphic to the quaternion group Q 8 (in Quaternion group notation).
If ρ ∈ R(M) restricts to such an irreducible abelian representation on a boundary torus T i , then the equations 
Torus knots
In general, one needs a computer to calculate the A-polynomial. It is shown in [5] that if k is a nontrivial (p, q)-torus knot, then A k (l, m) is divisible by lm pq + 1 (where we follow the convention that if M is the complement of a knot k in S 3 , then {M, l} is a standard peripheral system).
Proposition 15.
1 Let k be a (p, q)-torus knot. If p = 2 or q = 2, then A k (l, m) = (l − 1)(lm pq + 1), otherwise A k (l, m) = (l − 1)(lm pq + 1)(lm pq − 1).
Proof. The fundamental group of S 3 −k is presented by Γ = u, v | u p = v q , and a standard peripheral system is given by M = u n v m and l = u p M −pq , where mp + nq = 1. These facts can be found in [4] on page 45. The factor l − 1 arises from reducible representations, and all factors arising from components containing irreducible representations are to be determined.
The element u p is in the centre of Γ, since it is identical to v q and hence commutes with both generators. Thus the image of u p is in the center of ρ(Γ). Since two commuting elements have a common eigenvector, ρ(u) p has a common eigenvector with ρ(u) and ρ(v) respectively. If the representation is irreducible, these eigenvectors have to be distinct.
Thus, after conjugation it may be assumed that the generators map to upper and lower triangular matrices respectively, and the central element is represented by a diagonal matrix.
Direct matrix computations show that the commutativity with either of the generators gives ρ(u) p = ±E.
Assume that ρ(u) p = −E. The relation ρ(l) = −ρ(M) −pq , which is equivalent to ρ(lM pq ) = −E, then implies the equation lm pq = −1. This is the curve obtained in [5] by sending u and v to noncommuting elements of SL 2 (C) of order exactly 2p and 2q
respectively.
If the image of ρ(u) p is trivial, then ρ(v) q = ρ(u) p = E. If p or q equals 2, this implies that the image of one of the generators is ±E. But this yields that ρ(Γ) is abelian, and therefore contradicts the irreducibility assumption. This completes the proof of the first assertion.
Now assume that neither of p and q is equal to two. As above, curves of irreducible representations are obtained by sending u and v to noncommuting elements of SL 2 (C) of order exactly p and q respectively. Any of these curves yields a component of the eigenvalue variety defined by the equation lm pq = 1, and this finishes the proof of the proposition. In fact, with a more precise analysis one could count the number of 1-dimensional curves in the character variety of a torus knot.
1 I thank Walter Neumann for pointing out that an earlier argument for (α, 1)-two bridge knots could be generalised to torus knots.
